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l. Introduction. Let (£ be a composition algebra ( [2], [3]) defined 
over an algebraic number field k. Let .):> be a place on k (i.e. a class of 
equivalent valuations on k) and let k*' be the completion of k at .):>. 
Choose a basis for (£ and suppose that an arbitrary element c E (£ has 
coefficients Ci with respect to this basis. Assume that J J*" is fixed and 
define 
Let (£*' be the algebra with the chosen basis of(£ and coefficients from k*'. 
The composition algebra is called the completion of (£ at the place .):>. 
(£ is said to be split at the place .):> if ~ has indefinite norm. Thus, 
if there is an element a, say, of trace 0 of (£ such that a2 is sufficiently 
near to I in the .):l-adic topology, (£ is split at .):>. An octave algebra is 
split at any finite place. If (£ is not split at any infinite place, it is called 
totally definite. Otherwise (£ is called indefinite. 
From now on we assume that (£ is an octave algebra. G(l£) denotes 
the group of linear automorphisms of (£ and is considered as a group of 
matrices. For any place .):> on k and 'YJ E G(l£) we define 
Our object is to deduce from an analogous theorem to that stated in [5] 
that for(£ indefinite the algebraic group G(l£) admits strong approximation 
(c.f. [6]). Using this result we show that any two maximal orders of an 
indefinite (£ are isomorphic. An example of non-isomorphic maximal 
orders for (£ totally definite is given. 
2. Reflections of [. Let ~ denote a quaternion subalgebra of[. 
An element -r i= I of G(l£) is called a reflection of (£ if .-2 = I : corresponding 
to any such T, there is a ~ for which b .. = b for all bE~. Conversely 
any reflection of a given ~ can be extended to give a reflection of [. 
T is called the reflection in ~ and is said to be split at any place .):> at 
which ~ is split. 
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(2.1). Let [ be split at some place ~· Then any 'YJ E G([) can be expressed 
as a product of an even number of reflections of [ each of which is 
split at ~· 
The proof of Theorem 2 in [3] can be adapted to give this result. We 
replace the word "split" in Jacobson's proof by "split at ~", the equals 
sign in all relations with± 1 (or± 4) on the right hand side by "is near 
to± 1 (or± 4) in the ~-adic topology" and on p. 68, 1. 6 "are isomorphic" 
by "have isomorphic completions at ~" and "[' ~ [" by "[+~' ~ [+~"· 
Also from [3] we state: 
(2.2). The subgroup of G([) leaving fixed the elements of a quaternion 
subalgebra >8 is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of elements 
of norm 1 of >8. 
3. Approximation Theorems. By means of the diagonal em-
m 
bedding 'YJ --+ ('Y), ... , 'Y)), G(<£) is contained in II G([+' ). 
r-1 ' 
m 
(3.1). (Weak Approximation Theorem). G([) is dense in II G([+') 
r-1 r 
for any finite set ~1, ... , ~m of non-trivial places on k. 
Let 'YJ* = ('Y)b ... , 'Y)m) where 'Y)r E G(<£+~) for r= 1, ... , m be given. Since 
the topology defined by ~r is the same for any choice of norm, the theorem 
is proved by showing that for any s> 0 there is an 'YJ E G([) such that 
II'YJ-'YJrii+J <s for r = 1, ... , m. 
r 
We express each 'Y)r as a product 
'Y)r='l'lr ... 7:nr (r= 1, ... , m) 
where rsr is a reflection in >Bsr· Since the number n is even, we may multiply 
by squares of reflections to ensure that n is the same for each r. Let 
b8r, bsr' generate >Bsr· Choose lsr ¢ >Bsr such that bsr, bsr' and lsr generate 
a basis for [+' . [+' was defined in terms of a given basis of [. Thus there 
r r 
is a matrix Bsr which carries the given basis to a basis involving b8r, 
bsr' and lsr· 
From the weak approximation [6] fork we may choose in turn elements 
b8 , bs' and l8 of [ to generate a basis of [ and such that 
ilbs-bsrll", Jibs' -bsr'II+J and llls-lsrll" +'r r ""'r 
are arbitrarily small for r= 1, ... , m. Then b8 and bs' generate a quaternion 
subalgebra >Bs of[. Let 7:8 be the reflection in >Bs and let B8 be the matrix 
which transforms the given basis of [ into the basis involving b8 , bs' and l8• 
Then 
llrs-'l'srii+J <max J(Bs-Bsr)tJ[+J 
r i, 1 r 
<Asr max {ilbs-bsrii+J,, Jibs' -bsr'll+~,, ills-lsrll+~r} 
for r = 1, ... , m where Asr = 2 max (iibsrii+J,, ilbsr'II+J,, illsrllv,). Thus we may 
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choose b8 , bs' and l8 such that llr8 -'l'srlll-1 is arbitrarily small for all 
r 
r= 1, ... , m. Define 'f}='l'1 ... 'l'n. The Theorem (3.1) has thus been 
established. 
Let S be any finite set of non-trivial places on k containing all the 
infinite places. Define 
G(@:)A,S = { 'fj = ('f}j.l) : ll'fJl.llll.l = ll'fJl.l-llll-1 = 1, ~ E S} 
as a subset of II G(@:l-1) taken over all places ~ and 
l.1 
G(@:)A = u G(@:)A,S 
s 
the union being over all S. Then G(@:)A with its inductive limit topology 
is the adele-group for G([). It is independent of the norm used in the 
definition and is a locally compact topological group which contains 
G(@:) as a discrete subgroup. For any place q on k, G(@:q) can be identified 
with a closed subgroup of G(@:)A· 
(3.2). (Strong Approximation Theorem). If [ is split at q, 
then the set G(@:q) · G(@:) is dense in G(@:)A· 
Let q, ~~ •... , ~m be a finite set of non-trivial places of k, containing 
m 
all the archimedean ones. By (3.1), for any given 'f/* E II G(@:l.lr) there 
r=l 
exists an element 'fJ E G(@:) which is arbitrarily close to 'fJ* in the product 
topology. Hence (3.2) will follow if we show that this 'fJ can be chosen 
such that 
for all ~ =I= q, ~~ •... , ~m· 
We assume that the group of elements of norm 1 of a quaternion algebra 
which is split at q admits strong approximation relative to q. This 
result is stated in [5] for k the field of rationals and q the unique 
archimedean place. Reference is made (I.e.) to a paper of Eichler. A proof 
by Kneser covering the case which we assume is to be published. 
Again write 'f/* = (n1, ... , 'f}m). Each 'f/r can be expressed as a product 
of reflections 'l'8r, say. From (3.1) we obtain reflections 'l'8 E G(@:) such 
that l!rs- 'l'srlll.lr is arbitrarily small for r = 1, ... , m. @: is split at q. 
Hence from (2.1) the reflections r 8 are expressable as products of reflections 
each of which is split at q. Without loss of generality we assume that 
at q the 'l'8 are themselves split. New 'l'sr can be found ~r-adically near 
to the new 'l'8 and therefore to the corresponding products of the old 'l'ar. 
The isomorphism of (2.2) now shows that for each s the strong approxima-
tion theorem assumed can be applied to the new 'l'sr· Hence for any e > 0 
there is a rs' such that 
for r=1, ... , m 
and 
llrs'lll.l = ll(rs')-1lll.1 = 1 for all ~=I= q, ~~ •... , ~m· 
Let 'fJ =II r 8'. The result (3.2) is thus proved. 
' 
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4. Maximal Orders. Let Mp, Np denote the .):)-adic completions 
of any two maximal orders M, N of [. Then we see that Mp =Np for 
all but a finite set ~h, ... , .):>m, say, of non-archimedean places. In [2] 
it is shown that any two maximal orders in a split octave algebra defined 
over a field which is complete under a discrete valuation are isomorphic. 
Thus for each .):)r, there is an automorphism 'YJr belonging to G([p,) such 
that Mp, = 'YjrNp,· 
We suppose that [ is indefinite and use (3.2) with q an archimedean 
place at which [ is split. The norm introduced is assumed to be defined 
in terms of a basis of N. Then for any 8 > 0 there is an 'YJ E G([) such that 
lln-nrllp, < 8 for r=1, ... , m 
and 
for all .):) =I= q, .):}1, ... , -I'm· 
It follows, since M and N are maximal orders, that Mp ='Y}Np for all.):). 
Hence M ='YJN. Thus we have proved: 
(4.1). Any two maximal orders of an indefinite octave algebra are isomorphic. 
We recall from [2] that the maximal order L, say, of the definite octave 
algebra over the field of rationals R can be described as follows. Let 
(e,), i= 1, ... , 8, be a basis for the octave algebra such that the quadratic 
8 8 
norm Q(x) =! I e,2 if X= I etet. Let z be the ring of rational integers. 
1 1 8 
Then L consists of the vectors X= I etei with 2et EZ, et-ej EZ and 
8 1 I e, E 2z. 
1 
Let k=R(VIX) be a real quadratic number field and let [be the unique 
octave algebra which is definite at the two infinite places [1 ]. [ is split 
at all the other places. We construct two non-isomorphic maximal orders 
of this totally definite [. 
Let o denote the integral elements of k. The set of vectors determined 
by replacing Z by o in the definition of L is denoted by K. Clearly K 
is an o-lattice and L C K. We note further that K is a ring and, since 
for all x E K, Q(x) Eo and (x, e) Eo, K is an order. Suppose that there 
is an order K' of [ containing K. Let x' be any element of K'. Then 
8 
(x', a) E 0 for all a E K'. Write x' = I e/ et. By choosing a=et ± ej and 
8 1 8 
a=! I e, we see that 2U E o, U-U E o and I U E 2o. Thus x' E K and 
1 1 
K is a maximal order. 
A lattice N is called decomposable if there are non-zero lattices N1 
and N 2 contained in N such that N = N 1 j_ N 2· Otherwise N is called 
indecomposable. A vector x of N is called reducible if there are non-zero 
vectors y and z in N with (y, z) = 0 such that x = y + z. If x is not reducible 
it is called irreducible. We next prove the following lemma. 
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(4.2). The elements of norm l of L are irreducible in K. 
8 8 8 
Let y=i I eiei where Bi=± land! I Bi is even. Let b= I (,ut+Aie)ei 
1 1 1 
where e=VcX or !(VcX-1) according as eX¢. l or = l (mod 4). Then if 
(y-b, b)=O we have 
8 8 
I (,Ui 2 + Ai2a) = ! ! Bi,Ui 
1 1 
where a=cX or !{cX-1) according as eX¢. lor -I (mod4). Then b=!O 
and b E K imply that ,Ui =lei for all i (l < i < 8). Hence b = y and y is 
irreducible. A similar argument proves that the vectors y=er± e8 (r=ls) 
are irreducible in K. 
Two non-zero irreducible vectors x and y contained in a lattice N 
are said to be equivalent if there is a chain of irreducible vectors 
X=Zt, Z2, .•. , Zq=y (q> l) 
inN such that (z8 , Z&+t)=IO for l<s<q-l. We write x "'Y· Now for 
any non-zero irreducible vector x E K we can choose a y from the set 
of elements of norm l of L such that (x, y) =1 0. Any two such vectors y 
are equivalent since for et' =± l 
8 8 
! I e,ei ,..._, stet+ e2e2 ,..._, e2' e2 +sa' ea ,..._, ! L c:/ et. 
1 1 
Hence all the irreducible elements of K belong to the same equivalence 
class. Since (f is totally definite, K can be expressed in precisely one way 
as the direct sum of mutually orthogonal, indecomposable components 
((4], [6]). It follows that K is itself indecomposable. 
(f contains a quaternion algebra ~' definite at the two infinite places 
and indefinite at the finite places [1). We use ~ to construct a Cayley 
algebra [' = ~ + ~d where d2 = - l. Then [' r-.J [ since both are definite 
at the two infinite places. Thus there is an element g E [, g ¢ ~ such 
that g2= -l. Define M =Mt ffi Mtg where Mt is a maximal order of~. 
Clearly M is an order of [. Let +> be any finite place on k. Then following 
the inductive argument given in [2] there is a basis (ei), i= l, ... , 8 in 
M'l,l such that Q(ei)=O (l<i<8) and (et, CJ+4)=bt; (l<i, j<4). It follows 
that M'l,l is maximal and since this is true for all finite places +'• M is a 
maximal order. 
Since K is indecomposable and M is decomposable, they are non-
isomorphic. We have thus constructed non-isomorphic maximal orders 
of [. 
The results contained in this paper were previously known to Professors 
M. Kneser and T. A. Springer, both of whom the author wishes to thank 
for supervising his work while he held a Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (London) Travelling Fellowship in Germany and 
the Netherlands. 
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